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This is likewise one of the factors by
obtaining the soft documents of this
anna grandmother of jesus a
message wisdom and love claire
heartsong by online. You might not
require more times to spend to go to
the books opening as competently as
search for them. In some cases, you
likewise do not discover the revelation
anna grandmother of jesus a message
wisdom and love claire heartsong that
you are looking for. It will no question
squander the time.
However below, behind you visit this
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web page, it will
be thus enormously
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easy to acquire as skillfully as
Claire Heartsong
download guide anna grandmother of
jesus a message wisdom and love
claire heartsong

It will not believe many time as we
explain before. You can reach it while
doing something else at home and
even in your workplace. therefore
easy! So, are you question? Just
exercise just what we meet the
expense of under as without difficulty
as review anna grandmother of
jesus a message wisdom and love
claire heartsong what you afterward
to read!
7 Day Audio Book: READ
DESCRIPTION BOX
Pamela Aaralyn Channeling Anna,
Grandmother of JesusGrandmother
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Anne the Grandmother of Jesus
Claire Heartsong
Sherry Tillottson - Anna: Grandmother
of JesusEPISODE 15: Anna,
Grandmother of Jesus
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus Via:
galaxygirl 11-5-2018Bridging Heaven
\u0026 Earth Show # 98 with Claire
Heartsong and Earthstar Anna,
Grandmother of Jesus: What They
Never Told You Channeling Yeshua
(Jesus) | Pamela Aaralyn Testimonial
by Merrily Milmoe on the Anna Books
by Claire Heartsong and Catherine
Ann Clemett.wmv ACTIVATION OF
LIGHT CODES \u0026 GRIDS Ascension \u0026 awakening in daily
life 68 Virgin Mary APPEARS during
Coronavirus Pandemic! Complete
Light Language Transmission Cosmic Mother Attunement - Mary
Magdalene Healing Channeling A
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Lake Channeling Jesus Christians,
Claire Heartsong
You've Been Lied To | The Bizarre
Childhood of Jesus | Witchy
Wednesday New Book Reveals
Famous Shroud of Turin Tests were
Flawed \u0026 Politically Motivated!
Light In The West - Jesus \"lost years\"
and Joseph of Arimathea in Britain
Surprise Channeling of Yeshua, by
Pamela Aaralyn PAMELA AARALYN
TRANCE CHANNELS JESUS Did
Mary Have Other Children After
Jesus? Grandparents of Jesus - Saints
Anne and Joaquim
ANNA GRANDMOTHER OF JESUS
\u0026 THE EASTER ASCENSION
ENERGIES ?Anna, grandmother of
Jesus Thank you for the presents,
Aine ? (Book of Enoch and the Two
Anna Grandmother of Jesus Books ?)
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus and
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of the Magdalenes
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testimonial by Natalie Chapron
Claire Heartsong
AWAKEN THE MAGDALENECHRIST-BUDDHA WITHIN Ascension \u0026 awakening in
daily life 69
Have You Ever Thought About Jesus
Having a Grandmother? Reincarnation
Links Between The Red Tent (A.
Diamant) \u0026 Anna Grandmother
of Jesus (C. Heartsong)
Pamela Aaralyn Channels the
Magdalene- Mary Magdalene, Mother
Mary, Isis, Lilith, Anna and Quan Yin
Anna Grandmother Of Jesus A
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love
Paperback – 1 Jan. 2002 by Claire
Heartsong (Author), Virginia Essene
(Foreword) 4.7 out of 5 stars 246
ratings See all formats and editions
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Claire Heartsong
Anna is the mother of the Virgin Mary
and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. In this book, you'll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love ...
Meet the extraordinary mother of Mary
and grandmother of Jesus whose
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. Learn how Anna used cellular
rejuvenation to achieve a remarkable
life span of more than 600 years.
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Claire Heartsong
Jesus really were, unknown places
they traveled, and the people th.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love ...
The self-published spiritual word-ofmouth bestseller.Anna, Grandmother
of Jesus became a publishing
sensation when the self-published
version sold 50,000 copies through
word of mouth alone, amassing a
worldwide following in the
process.Anna is the mother of the
Virgin Mary and the grandmother of
Jesus. Her teachings and service
birthed a spiritual lineage that changed
the world.
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love ...
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and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
Claire Heartsong
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. In this book, you'll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love ...
The self-published spiritual word-ofmouth bestseller Anna, Grandmother
of Jesus became a publishing
sensation when the self-published
version sold 50,000 copies through
word of mouth alone, amassing a
worldwide following in the
process.Anna is the mother of the
Virgin Mary and the grandmother of
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the world.

Read Download Anna Grandmother
Of Jesus PDF – PDF Download
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus, was an
ancient mystic who dedicated her life
to laying the foundations for Christ
consciousness to be woven through all
of life. She is not widely known, but
without her Christ consciousness
would not be rising as it is today. Anna
represents the quiet dedication that is
sometimes required to live a life of
service.
ANNA GRANDMOTHER OF JESUS |
Rebecca Campbell
According to apocryphal Christian and
Islamic tradition, Saint Anne was the
mother of Mary and the maternal
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is not named in the canonical gospels.
Claire Heartsong
In writing, Anne's name and that of her
husband Joachim come only from New
Testament apocrypha, of which the
Gospel of James seems to be the
earliest that mentions them. The
mother of Mary is mentioned, but not
named, in the Quran.
Saint Anne - Wikipedia
Joel: I’ve been reading, Anna,
Grandmother of Jesus about your
wonderful time on Earth. It’s a
powerful book with very moving
descriptions of many of your
experiences over 600 years of our
Earth time. Anna: Which seems only a
moment to us where we are now, dear
one, where we are eternally and
immortally in the now where there is
no time. But we fondly remember that
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DIVINE DISCUSSIONS ~ Anna,
Grandmother Of Jesus ...
Anna is the mother of the Virgin Mary
and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. In this book, you’ll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus - Hay
House
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: What
They Never Told You - YouTube
There is so much about the life of
Jesus we never learned in Bible
school. This gripping recounting of
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Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: What
They Never Told You - YouTube
Anna is the mother of the Virgin Mary
and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. In this book, you'll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus |
Rakuten Kobo Australia
Meet the extraordinary mother of the
Virgin Mary and grandmother of Jesus
whose teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. Discover missing pieces of
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people they knew, and intimate details
of their daily life struggle to complete
the Resurrection challenges.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: Claire
Heartsong ...
I found Anna, Grandmother of Jesus
an excellent book. Hard to believe it
would not be legitimate with all the
information given. I like to suspend
belief on many topics (believe all yet
believe nothing - everything is possible
category) I would not find it hard to
believe this book for sure.
Anna, Grandmother of Jesus: A
Message of Wisdom and Love ...
Anna is the mother of the Virgin Mary
and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
teachings and service birthed a
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world. In this book, you'll discover
Claire Heartsong
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus :
Claire Heartsong : 9781781809082
Answer: Anna is mentioned in the
Bible as a prophetess and one of the
people connected to Jesus’
childhood. She was the daughter of
Penuel from the tribe of Asher. Her
name, which she shares with Hannah
in the Old Testament, means “favor”
or “grace.” All we know of her is found
in three verses in the New Testament
book of Luke.
Who was Anna the prophetess in
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Yes dear, it is I, Anna, grandmother of
Claire Heartsong
Jesus. At least that is who you now
call him to be. To me he was and will
forever be Yeshua ben Joseph. Ah,
those were the days of my memory
where I walked among you.

Anna, Grandmother of Jesus, via
Galaxygirl with VIDEO ...
Anna Grandmother of Jesus YouTube Enjoy the videos and music
you love, upload original content, and
share it all with friends, family, and the
world on YouTube.

The self-published spiritual word-ofmouth bestseller Anna, Grandmother
of Jesus became a publishing
sensation when the self-published
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word of mouth alone, amassing a
Claire Heartsong
worldwide following in the
process.Anna is the mother of the
Virgin Mary and the grandmother of
Jesus. Her teachings and service
birthed a spiritual lineage that changed
the world. In this book, you’ll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
receiving telepathic messages from
Anna for 30 years.Told through the
gentle and heartwarming voice of
Anna herself, this book offers insights
into unknown places the holy family
visited, people they knew and intimate
details of their daily struggle to
complete the Resurrection challenges.
You will learn about the Essenes of
Mount Carmel and their secret
teachings and initiations, and gain a
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mission.Containing encoded
Claire Heartsong
activations to bring Anna’s wisdom
and energy into your own spiritual life,
this book is an invitation to complete a
journey of initiation begun long ago.
The self-published spiritual word-ofmouth bestseller. Anna, Grandmother
of Jesus became a publishing
sensation when the self-published
version sold 50,000 copies through
word of mouth alone, amassing a
worldwide following in the process.
Anna is the mother of the Virgin Mary
and the grandmother of Jesus. Her
teachings and service birthed a
spiritual lineage that changed the
world. In this book, you'll discover
missing pieces of history concerning
Anna, Mary and Jesus, as channelled
by Claire Heartsong, who has been
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Anna for 30 years. Told through the
Claire Heartsong
gentle and heartwarming voice of
Anna herself, this book offers insights
into unknown places the holy family
visited, people they knew and intimate
details of their daily struggle to
complete the Resurrection challenges.
You will learn about the Essenes of
Mount Carmel and their secret
teachings and initiations, and gain a
new understanding of Jesus's mission.
Containing encoded activations to
bring Anna's wisdom and energy into
your own spiritual life, this book is an
invitation to complete a journey of
initiation begun long ago.

Her use of cellular rejuvenation to
achieve a remarkable life span of more
than 600 years The missing pieces of
history concerning whom she, Mary
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Claire Heartsong
they knew The important role of the
Essene community at Mount Carmel in
supporting Anna, Mary, Jesus, Mary
Magdalene and other crucial
participants in the Christ drama The
challenging and demanding initiations
required of Anna, Mary, Jesus and the
disciples to complete the crucifixion,
resurrection and ascension Her
reassuring message that bringing the
feminine principle into your daily
spiritual life will complete your "path of
initiation" as a present day disciple
In this channelled sequel to the
international bestseller Anna,
Grandmother of Jesus, we journey
with Anna, the Holy Family and 18
other Magdalene–Essenes as they
travel to France and Britain after
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This book gives a completely new
Claire Heartsong
perspective on the gnostic Mount
Carmel Essene mystery school, in
which Jesus and Mary Magdalene
took initiations, as well as on the Holy
Family and the Magdalene Order.
Through Claire Heartsong, Anna tells
not only the story of Jesus, but also
the story of the women who
surrounded him throughout his life.
The book reveals the deeper
mysteries they have safeguarded for
aeons of time, including aspects of
Jesus’s personal life not recorded in
history – his relationships and, most
radically, his offspring.In this one-of-akind story, Claire shares the
information she received from Anna on
the ‘Seeding of Light’ – the dispersion
of Anna, Mother Mary and Jesus’s
enlightened descendants whose
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the awakening of the
Claire Heartsong
Christ–Magdalene potential today. Not
only does this book give a new view of
the Christ drama 2,000 years ago but,
more importantly, it offers the potential
to lift the suppressed Divine Feminine
voice in our time.

Anna Woman of Miracles is the story
of Saint Anne, the mother of Mary and
grandmother of Jesus. Though
hundreds of thousands of worshippers
celebrate her feast day, most know
nothing of her remarkable life story; a
story that includes her affiliatin with the
Essenes, the ancient Jewish sect that
produced the Dead Sea Scrolls; her
reputation as a healer, her three
husbands, her lifelong and
controversial interaction with a Roman
legate; her role in preparing Mary to be
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UFO Sightings and Abductions by
aliens were the beginning, the tip of
the iceberg. Dolores Cannon's work in
hypnosis has taken the study beyond
abduction. This accumulation of 12
years of cases includes: * Cases of
missing time * Spacecraft from other
dimensions and planes of existence *
Condensed or distorted time * The
differences and functions of various
alien races * And much more Dolores
traces the phenomenon from the
simple to the complex. Exploring areas
untouched by other investigators, she
makes the unbelievable become
acceptable and understandable.
Those who venerate good St. Anne
shall want for nothing, either in this life
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admonish you to venerate and praise
Claire Heartsong
my dear mother...if you desire great
graces from me. Our LadyI wrote this
book to thank Saint Anne for the
graces she obtained for me and to
inspire everyone to become her
grandchildren as she will shower her
grandchildren with so many great
graces. This book tells the inspired
story of her amazing holy life and how
she obtained the grace to become the
mother of the Mother All Graces, Mary.
It also tells the story of one of the
greatest Basilica's in the World: Saint
Anne de Beaupre and the amazing
graces obtained there. It also has a
chapter on Prayer, to inspire you to
pray as best as you can and a chapter
on Grandparents and how important
and special they are to us all. "St.
Anne by her intercession drives out
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depression...aids
the poor,And
curesLove
the
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sick and comforts the sorrowing...For
Claire Heartsong
the barren in the married state, she
obtains children and Heavenly
assistance in delivery...Those who
worthily venerate St. Anne can obtain
aid in every necessity through her
mediation.""No one knows, no one
believes, how many favors God
confers on lovers of Saint Anne!"
Abbot Trithemius "The honor you
show to my mother is doubly dear and
pleasing to me." Our LadyOrder your
"God's Grandmother: Saint Anne"
Book Today
Former law enforcement professional
Lillie Leonardi has always lived with
her feet planted in two separate
worlds--the metaphysical and the
physical. In the Shadow of a Badge,
her previously self-published spiritual
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you on a dramatic
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And Love
journey of what happens when
Claire Heartsong
Leonardi's two very distinct realities
become dangerously intertwined.
During her work at the crash site of
Flight 93 in Shanksville, Pennsylvania,
surrounding the fateful events of
September 11th, Leonardi is forced to
confront her connection to the
divine--something she has struggled
with since her youth. Her gripping
personal account of the 12 days she
spent acting as an FBI liaison between
the law enforcement and social service
agencies carries you into a world that
combines the factual and logistical
with the angelic and mystical. After
witnessing what she describes as a
"field of angels" during her first
minutes at the crash site, Leonardi
must finally reconcile the opposing
sides of her life. We walk with her
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Traumatic Stress Disorder, experience
Claire Heartsong
the guilt and fear that grip her, and
witness the remarkable transformation
of her soul as she discovers that
forgiveness, of self and others, can be
the best remedy. As an inspiring
example of what it really means to be
called to service, Leonardi shows that
it's never too late to find your spiritual
path and life's purpose.
• Explains how Mary was born into a
lineage of powerful women who
cultivated and passed on the ability to
consciously conceive elevated beings
• Includes a complete translation of
the Infancy Gospel of James and
reveals the hidden codes it contains
relating to the practice of miraculous
conception • Shows how Mary was
trained and initiated in the “womb
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Jesus Delving into one of the Virgin
Mary’s forgotten gospels, the Infancy
Gospel of James, Marguerite Mary
Rigoglioso, Ph.D., reveals a truth that
has been suppressed for nearly two
millennia: that Mother Mary was not a
passive bystander to her own
pregnancy but an advanced member
of a sacred order of women trained in
divine conception. Unlocking the
hidden codes of Mary’s gospel and
other ancient source texts, the author
reveals how Mary conceived Jesus
through a careful process that she
willed and initiated. She explains how
Mary was born into a family of
powerful priestesses, women who
possessed, cultivated, and passed on
the ability to consciously conceive
elevated beings to help the planet.
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Claire Heartsong
with this method, her relative Elizabeth
(mother of John the Baptist), and the
biblical matriarch Sarah, the wife of
Abraham and mother of Isaac. These
women were schooled in the shamanic
“womb mysteries,” secret knowledge
of the capacity of the womb. Decoding
the Infancy Gospel of James, the
author shows how Mary was trained
and initiated, reveals the esoteric
techniques she used to conceive
Jesus, and explores the birth itself and
the mind-altering reality that
accompanied it. By revealing the
Virgin Mary as a trained holy woman
and a conscious actor in the
conception of Jesus, the author
corrects the impression we have been
given of a passive and bewildered girl
who had no idea how or why she was
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Claire Heartsong
of these significant events, paralleling
the redemption of Mary Magdalene in
recent years. Explaining how and why
virgin birth was accomplished, this
book allows us to make sense of
miraculous conception and reveals the
power that lies in all women’s wombs.

Christians know that God loves them,
but can easily feel that he is
perpetually disappointed and
frustrated, maybe even close to giving
up on them. As a result, they focus a
lot—and rightly so—on what Jesus has
done to appease God’s wrath for sin.
But how does Jesus Christ actually
feel about his people amid all their sins
and failures? This book draws us to
Matthew 11, where Jesus describes
himself as “gentle and lowly in heart,”
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him. The gospel flows from God’s
Claire Heartsong
deepest heart for his people, a heart of
tender love for the sinful and suffering.
These chapters take readers into the
depths of Christ’s very heart for
sinners, diving deep into Bible
passages that speak of who Christ is
and encouraging readers with the
affections of Christ for his people. His
longing heart for sinners comforts and
sustains readers in their up-and-down
lives.
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